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ANZAC Day has special place in the heart of all GGFC members with Harpers Field being named
after James Little Harper and Robert Emslie Harper from the 52nd Australian Infantry Battalion.
The club is so proud to have seen all our teams remember the day with many of the articles in this
newsletter including photos from the pre-game minutes silence.
Thank you to all our past and present service personnel for your contribution to keeping our country
safe.
They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old.
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun and in the morning
We will remember them.
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RESULTS
SENIOR MENS & WOMENS

Competitions at Adelaide Football League SAAFL - GameDay
(sportstg.com)

JUNIORS

Competitions at SANFL Juniors - GameDay (sportstg.com)
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WELCOME TO OUR NEW SPONSOR PARTNERS IN 2021
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U9 Green—Round 1 – 25th April 2021
It was a gorgeous morning for our first game of the season bright and early at Harpers. Our under 9’s showed great
team spirit in their first game of the season against Broadview FC, who could only field 7 players. Our team adjusted
their usual 12 vs 12 to play 9 vs 9, with our players taking turns to have a run for the opposition. They gave their best
at all times and the footy standard was really great!
Special mention to Kai, Charlotte and Tayla in the photo above who played their very first game for the Burra’s today.
This team always does a great job of listening to their coach’s (Glenn Jewell and Shane McNair) at the breaks, implementing suggestions and getting into enjoying their footy.
As usual all our parents came prepared to help and fill the roles that make the games run successfully. Thanks to all for
that, it looks like a great season ahead!!
Go Burras!!!
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U11 White Round 1 v Modbury
Well, Round 1 already done and dusted! It all happens so quickly. I’ve only taken my group of budding superstars for 6 training sessions and
they’ve won me over!
The coaching team and I will keep reinforcing and instilling the confidence in the boys. Keep building their belief. I firmly believe all our Burras
can perform at the level.
We moved the ball better than we did in the trial game against TTG. We had more ball in hand time which is amazing from a 1 week turnaround.
There was a couple of instances where we took marks and played on immediately, which is a good indicator of confidence and being comfortable! It also looks great!
Captain Taylor and first gamer Rafferty met the umpires for the toss, before the boys linked up for The Last Post to recognise and remember
those who have served and gave their lives.
Tyler once again showed how well he reads to play and was a defensive juggernaut at Full Back. Tucky repeatedly rebounded across half back
and looked composed!
Charlie, Taylor, Cailan and Zane had solid games and will be ready to back it up next week and our first look at the Jacob F and Owen ruck combination was promising.
A couple of stand out moments were the repeats efforts of Lincoln to beat four Modbury opponents and of course Mason kicking the first goal
of the season!
Well done, Burras!
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U 16 Girls
Chelsea Bowles played her 50th Game on Sunday with a defeat of 57 - 12 against Lockleys.
Shakeya Wilkey kicked a whopping 5 goals and 4 points this game.
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U15 Reds game v PHOS Camden
Round 1 presented our boys with a unique opportunity for the team to play on Anzac Day and commemorate those that served and died in all
wars, conflicts and peacekeeping operations. Given we were fortunate to play at Harpers Field, it also allowed us to pay our respect to James
Little Harper and Robert Emslie Harper from the 52nd Australian Infantry Battalion.
Our first game was against PHOS Camden Football Club who we had never played before. We welcomed three new players to the team and
football club in Deacon Clogg, John Healey and Zac Williams. We also had Carter Giles (from the under 13s team) play with us due to a number
of injuries the team has sustained during the pre-season.
The boys have had a solid pre-season and came out with the right attitude and work rate from the first bounce. We dominated the game early
and were able to maintain this standard throughout the entire game. The teamwork we displayed was fantastic, sharing the ball around, working for each other and generating plenty of run.
The entire playing group played their roles and all contributed to the end result which was the most pleasing part of the game, the manner
and spirit in which the boys played was great!

A special mention to Carter Giles (under 13) who scored his first goal for the team, which was enabled from a great assist from his older brother Lachy! Was great that the two brothers have experienced playing football together.
GGFC 22.21-153 v PHOS Camden FC 0.6-6
Goals: Tom Stevens 5, Evan Bradley, Deacon Clogg and Lachy Giles 3, Declan Braybrook, Mitchell Callaghan and Xander Mossop 2, Carter Giles
and Kalan Weaving 1.
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Round 1 saw the U9 Gold team, captained by Taylan this week, venture to Hope Valley to take on the Demons. In contrast to our wet day
there last year, it was beautiful skies and a little bit of warmth on a Sunday morning. Both sides lined up before the bounce to observe a
minute’s silence in tribute to the ANZAC’s.
The team participated in an U9 carnival a few weeks ago and experienced tackling for the first time. It was a great learning experience for the
boys, and they were well aware of what to expect against the Demons.
The first quarter was a fairly even contest. Archie, Taylan and Sam were winning the ball out the middle and driving it forward. Jack, Jackson,
Riley and Andy provided some good targets to kick to and Andy managed to get on the end of some good play to kick our first for the day. Any
opposition attacks were shut down by the twin towers in defence, Finn and Tyson, while Myles and Oscar gave plenty of running support.
The boys played an outstanding second quarter, where Archie, Oscar and Taylan each chimed in with 2 goals. The goals came from a pleasing
mix of leading up at the football, some over the back and others on the run. One special play with only two kicks from full back to full forward
got the crowd excited.
The third and fourth quarters were much like the first, an even contest with the ball pinging back and forth. Andy managed to kick his second
for the day in the third. It was encouraging to see the team looking for options and moving the ball on to the free option. When the Demons
had possession, we tried our best to limit their free space and applied some good pressure with tackle and outnumbering. When the ball was
in their respective zones, and even when it was at the other end, it was great to see the boys switched on paying attention and getting involved when it was their turn to go.
We had some key points to focus on throughout the game and the boys carried them out well all day. This weekend we’re back on home soil
and looking forward to a good game against U9 Green.
Go Burra’s!
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The Under 12 White Team kicked off the 2021 Season on Sunday 25 April as we took on Payneham.
What a honour to play on such a special day. The haunting sounds of the Last Post filled the sun drenched Payneham Oval as the boys lined up
in unity and took part in a minute silence.
We had a great pre-season and the skills that the boys are developing were brilliant on Sunday. We asked the boys to work together as a team
and they did! As it is often the case in Junior Football, we were a little short on numbers and welcomed 3 players from our red team whose
efforts and energy played a part in us securing a very good and comfortable win. Final score was 7.12 to 4.6.

Awesome goals from Archer Truscott; Mason Thurbon-Jones; Max Bryant; Ryan Jackson; Sam Frencham and 2 goals to Tyler Butterworth.
What was most pleasing was how much the boys applied themselves with their repeat efforts throughout each and every quarter.
We look forward to the season ahead.
Thanks to Travis Dunn for the great photo he took of the boys!
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Some great feedback for our amazing volunteers and the club education & development programs supporting not only
our teams but the opposition & umpires too……
TTG provided this feedback from an U16 Trial Game….
Just a follow up thank you for the support provided to one of our players who suffered a concussion in yesterday’s U16 trial game
on Bulkana Oval. The family of the player who was injured asked me to pass on their thanks to the lady from Golden Grove
(NIKKI HARRIGAN) that came over to help Jack out which they really appreciated. We wanted to pass on all of our thanks.

And the response from Nikki...
I am very grateful for the skills and training that GGFC give us and support us through as volunteer trainers. I’m grateful that I’m
also a nurse but I have previously been involved with another club as their volunteer trainer too and they do not have the support or training that we do. We are actually very blessed to have Kate and her lovely husband (head trainer Mick) making sure
that we all feel comfortable and supported.

A new young umpires dad had this to say….
I thought I would take a minute to provide some feedback to Golden Grove's U11 boys team for their sportsmanship during and
at the conclusion of the game last Sunday at TTG. My son, Eli, was one of the field umpires during the game. He is 14 years old
and this was his first game, so there were a lot of nerves as expected. He and I spoke after the game and he said the GG boys
showed great sportsmanship and made the umpiring very enjoyable. He also commented on all the GG boys that came up to him
after the game and shook his hand and said there were no boys from the other team that did so. Well done to the U11's boys/
coaches and managers!

Under 14 Mitcham Hawks…..
During the game one of our boys was seriously injured in an accidental clash between a number of players. As a result he sustained 2 broken ribs and a bruised heart, and spent last night in WCH being monitored.
I would like you to pass on our thanks to your Under 14 First Aid officer who assisted our medical staff at the ground whilst he
was laying on the field in significant pain.
Could you also please thank the under 14 coach and players. They showed wonderful sportsmanship and professionalism when
they clapped, with our boys, as hewas helped from the field into an Ambulance. The maturity of the boys is a credit to themselves and to he Golden Grove Club as a whole.
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U8 Blue side played an amazing match v TTG U8 White on ANZAC Day.
We had a massive first half with most of our team having a score at goal; our opposition caught up a little in the final half, however our kids
kept pushing hard, supporting each other, implementing the skills learnt at training, which resulted in a victorious first game!
Coach Hayden awarded one of our newest teammates, Rory Hicks, player of the match. This was Rory’s first club game; Rory made a massive
effort, never gave up on the ball, and communicated well with the rest of the team. Rory is going to complement our close-knit team well and
we are glad to have him at U8 Blue!
Go Burras!
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Round 1 saw the Under 15 Red team take on last year’s Grand Finalists Modbury in what we knew was going to be a tough game. The girls
came out firing with constant attack and always first at the ball, absorbing constant physical pressure from Modbury and driving the ball forward. Modbury defence was strong but our speed with the ball seemed to be our advantage, once the team were able to get free, we looked
very dangerous. The fast ball movement into our forward line gave our forwards a chance to score and apply scoreboard pressure.
Our defence was fantastic, repelling the ball constantly. Disciplined efforts from Maddi, Ruby and Eva saved numerous goals.
The midfield led by Tahlia, Zoe and Aaliyah were great. Amalie’s switch into Ruck allowed Hudson to go forward and become a focal point in
attack. Alannah (3), Charlotte (1), Tarly (1), Chelsea (1) kicked our goals for the night.
In the end it was a full team effort with everyone contributing that saw us secure our first win for the year. 6-9 to 3-3.
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Great News!
Australia's favourite place to shop online, Catch.com.au, a major sponsor
of
Adelaide Footy League, is supporting our Club.
Have you had a look at what's on offer from Catch?
There are over 2 million incredibly good deals available on everything you
want and anything you need, all at everyday low prices.
The really good news is that whenever you buy a great deal through
Catch, a percentage of all purchases made by your members is paid to the
Club, allowing us all to continue providing services and resources for our
players and community.
So, you get a great Catch deal and the Club gets much needed support,
now that's a win-win.
And it's really easy - simply visit www.catch.com.au and when you make a
purchase, enter the below code, that lets Catch group know that you are
part of Golden Grove Footy Club.
Have a look what's on offer through Catch now and support our club.

USE CODE: GGFC
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Our U15 Girls White team played a cracking Anzac Day clash against Houghton on Sunday.
It was a hard fought game, with us leading right up until late in the last quarter and ending with the ball inside our forward 50 when the siren
sounded.
They got us this time, going down by just 2 points, but we demonstrated we will be a competitive outfit this year if we continue to put in the
work.
Exciting times ahead for this team!
Special thanks to all our volunteers and parents that came out to support the girls.
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Our U7 Blue Superstars may have only kicked off their first official game last weekend but have been fine tuning their skillsets for the past 7
weeks along with participating in the GGFC U7 Carnival and being the only team requested to play back to back to back games but still managing to power on through to the end of the carnival.
In addition we have been doing some team bonding with a sausage sizzle post training, Jumper Presentation Night/Team Pizza and also mixing
it up a bit via attending a Powerslam Wrestling Event last Friday and dishing it up to the local wrestlers with some heated banter from the
sidelines between the kids and the contestants. Our team may be small in numbers but we have some interesting characters and a great parent group that have been getting to know one another over the past few weeks and assisting with training drills and game simulation.

We kicked off the official season with our round 1 game against Ingle Farm on Sunday morning, with our group showing great maturity and
respect for ANZAC day, wearing black arm bands, standing as a group for the last post ceremony and waiting patiently for the minutes silence.
With the formalities out of the way we kicked of Q1 with Ollie, Jordie.W and Maxi carving it up in the midfield with some quick centre clearances and ball delivery to our forward line with Captain Noah bagging himself a goal and a point for the term and Mase unrelenting with a
three goal haul during his first stint up forward. Our small rattled but able to continue out on the field.
Q2 was much of the same with our Burras pretty dominant with the centre clearances and some great defensive work with our ground ball
tussle training coming into our game and resulting in the ball being deflected back into the midfield and our forward line. With some really
positive gameplay the halftime address was pretty brief but may have left out the part about a second half of a game still to play!
Ingle Farm made some changes with their midfield line-up with some speedy players thrown into the mix coupled with some impressive marking in their forward line. The momentum did swing back and forth between both teams and it was a hard fought quarter of footy but Maxi and
Jordie.G did manage to pepper the scoreboard with 1 goal and 1 point each forwards were ultra-eager with eyes only for the footy and we did
have some friendly fire via a Burra v Burra clash with both players coming away slightly .
The final quarter was much the same as the third with Ingle farm matching up well to some of our taller players and equally we monitored
some of their quicker players and ensured they were covered off via an agile Mini Burra that was ready to spring into action at any moment.

The game was a tough first hit out with our first aid official Ben jumping into action a number of times during various parts of the game to
comfort and check on our kids that copped a couple of knocks but fortunately the biggest injury for the morning was the coach needing a
band-aid for his finger before the game!
Scorers: Mason Moss 4.0, Noah Hughes 3.2, Max Conaghan 1.1, Jordan Guerra 1.1,
Charlie Muggleton 1.1, Hugo May 1.0, Izzy Politis 1.0
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Under14 white
It was great weather for the teams first hit out for the season against Happy Valley and ANZAC service was conducted by both team in the true
spirit of the day.
The team has grown well over the pre-season training time and it showed on game day. They come home with a win ,but they didn't stop trying the whole game, which shows the true spirit of the group. Which makes the coaching team very proud.
Also it was a great milestone for James Manhire on getting to join the 100 game group which is great to see .
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It was a beautiful Autumn Sunday afternoon at Harpers Field, which saw the under 13 girls (White) take on Eastern Park to kick
off the season.
After a minutes silence for ANZAC day, the girls took the field for the first bounce.
It’s fair to say that things didn’t go to plan on the scoreboard, but to their credit the resilience & teamwork shown by all of the
girls (with several playing their first ever game of Footy in combination with a handful of girls playing up above their age), they
refused to give up and continued to fight the game out to the final siren.
Some other positives taken from the game were that we won the majority of the ruck contests & stoppages, as well as showing a
lot of spirit in our forward defensive pressure.
Solid contributions on the day from our captain Ruby D, vice-captain Maddi along with Hannah, Jess, Bella, Emily and an inspired
effort from Camryn moving into the ruck in the last quarter.
A special mention also has to go to Holly who kicked our 2 goals for the Game.
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U17.5 Boys
We began with a minutes silence from both teams, united for Anzac Day as a Mark of respect for the fallen.
And then what an unbelievable clinical display from the lads on Sunday 25/04/2021 against Sacred Heart at Sacred Heart.

GGFC 28.15-183 def Sacred Heart 0.2-2 in a 183 point win on a beautiful oval in near perfect conditions.
Will Dissel (5 goals) was outstanding today in the midfield along with Nick Stathoris bagging 12 goals from half
forward.
Our back line was ELITE with our run and carry style breaking every line.
Midfield were great in their use of our centre plays and clearances with Zach Clinton dominating in the ruck all
day.
This group has worked so hard since the start of February!
Just a few stats for you all…
Over 25 training sessions the guys have done over: + 2000 push ups + 2000 sit ups + 2000 walk outs + 1500 burpees + 2000 crunches + 2000 leg raiser or windscreen wipers and run over 175km in road runs and time trials
ADD SKILL BASED STUFF ON TOP OF THAT!!!
This group has bonded together like true Kookabrothers and an awesome start to round one Gentlemen!!
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First game of the year four our under 13 girls red team saw us travel down to Blackwood early Sunday morning. The girls were really pumped
and showed great respect playing on Anzac Day and both teams observed one minute silence prior to the bounce.
Blackwood were considerably bigger than our girls, which is something we have become accustomed to with our group. Our girls showed no
fear and right from the start the tackling was ferocious and our attack on the ball was excellent.
Charlee Brooksby and Caden Hussey were fantastic at winning the hard ball with “Cads” scoring our first goal. Our backline was fantastic with
Milly Bartlett and Camryn Chadwick leading the way, both girls having excellent games beating their opponents to the ball on numerous occasions. Miley Vincent also rock solid and lead the backline beautifully.
Alana Lawson performed well in the ruck and Abak Deng provided a fantastic target at Centre Half Forward. Montana Norman was her usual
in and under self and her goal in the last quarter was certainly inspirational for our girls.
I could go on and mention every player, as the squad worked so well together and everyone contributed when their time came. In the end we
came away with a loss, however we were right in the game with 5 minutes to go. Had we not had a little nap for five minutes in the second
quarter we very well may have come away with the win!
A great start to the year, with plenty of positives!
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Round 1 – Payneham NC U11 White v GGFC U11 Red
After an awesome guernsey presentation night, where it was great to see the U11 squads families get together and have a fun night celebrating the start of the season, before we new it the first game was underway.
Golden Grove U11 Reds played Payneham at Payneham for the 1st game of the year on Anzac Day. It was an early start but the boys were
keen to take on the day with the Anzac day spirit in mind.
Payneham created a great atmosphere with black arm bands, a minutes silence and playing the last post. Captain for the game was Jack Robins and Vice-Captain Zac Eime, both boys showed great leadership on the day.
It was great to see the boys play with great teamwork, we had spoken before the game on how we can open up the game with long kicking
and linking up handballs through the midfield. The team work was outstanding with excellent shepparding, smothers and sharing the ball. The
boys executed the game play perfectly.
A couple of special notes for the day included great tackling from Bailey Boscence and when he had the chance to kick a goal from deep on the
boundary line slotted it through without any trouble. Great Game Bailey!

Another special play occurred deep in our back line where Henry Brown attacked the ball, hard winning the ball from 2 opposition players he
then executed a perfect pass out wide where we linked up multiple handballs through the centre of the oval finishing with a goal. Great Team
Goal!
Goal Scorers : Bailey Boscence 2, Alex Giles 2, Zac Eime 1, Ethan Hewitt 1, Lachlan Lam 1,
obe Launer 1, Owen McKenna 1, Eli Peterson 1, Reuben Slater 1

J
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U7 Green team
What a beautiful morning for our Under 7s to experience their first game of footy at our home game on the bottom oval. Quite amazing and
fitting that we heard kookaburras singing in the trees at the first bounce. The kids put in such a great effort and they had a lot of fun.
Our achievement award this week went to Arcadia Watts.
After such a successful and fun morning we are all looking forward to a fantastic season ahead.
Go Burras.
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Our liquor licence is our greatest asset. Please do not place it or yourselves
in jeopardy by bringing alcohol into any areas of the Harpers Field Complex.

Just a reminder that the numbers of children out & about at Harpers Field are
again at full capacity every time there is a game or training on. So please
SLOW DOWN!!

Don’t forget No Pets are allowed in Clubrooms (service animals excepted).

Golden Grove Football Club are prod members of the following:-
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GOLD SPONSORS
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SILVER SPONSORS
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BRONZE SPONSORS

TAILORED SPONSORS
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